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Michigan Tech Lode sabotages
Daily Bull
by Cupcake ~ Daily Bull

The feud (that we mostly make up to sell papers and
because the Lode is a super easy target) between
the Bull and the Lode has escalated over the past few
days, culminating in a daring daylight robbery of the
Daily Bull’s printer ink from our office high atop the hill.
It is suspected that the Lode paid off one of their more
mechanically savvy writers to break into our office.
Little did the poor sucker realize that we know where
Glenn Mroz’s secret swimming pool full of money is
(definitely not the Walker pool, nope, definitely not),
and have been keeping its location a secret in exchange for top of the line security equipment. We are
like the NSA of Michigan Tech, except instead of denying we have all this info about you, we just admit
to it and use it to write better articles that keep you
distracted in class, thus making you fail that critical test,
making you repeat that one class you just can’t stand,
adding more money to the fabled pool of money that
we get to make withdraws from and go skinny dipping
in. You think that dollar bill has been on a stripper’s
butt? Nope, it was a Bull staff member.
Where the hell was I? Ahh, right, the name of the person absconding (I was forced to learn that word in
English class and dagnabbit I’m going to use it!) with
our precious squid ink. So to the freshman Tom Johnson of <REDACTED> currently residing at <RETACTED> son of <REDACTED> who like to <REDACTED>
with <REDACTED> and a jar of mayonnaise on the full
moon, we know who you are, return the ink and nobody gets hurt. We understand you didn’t understand
that you were just a pawn in this whole game and you
just “really, really wanted to fit in somewhere” or that’s
see William on back

Do you believe in a thing called love? It
has to do with the rhythm of your heart.
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Hockey horn prepares vocal chords... Silk road reopens... Congress still being paid... Freshman still unconscious after first UChem I exam...

Student gives up after five
minutes without reply
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by Rico Bastian ~ Rich “Uncle” Pennybags

It was reported earlier today that MTU student Dennis
Walker has given up on his pursuit of Becca Billete after
sending her a facebook message and going five minutes without a reply.
“Well, I don’t know what to say,” Walker said. “I thought
the two of us were getting along really well. I was making her laugh in some classes, and she’d smile when
she saw me, but then I sent her a message asking her a
little bit about herself. I waited at least five minutes for
her to respond, but nothing. I figure it’s time for me to
count my losses and try my best to move on. If there’s
one thing I do know right now, it’s how to take a hint.”
The message, which read “So, what do you do with
your spare time?” was sent at 11:34 pm on Thursday,
and was reportedly seen by Billete at 11:36 pm that
night.
“I know she saw it, Facebook said so,” Walker said. “That
means that she looked at it, and consciously decided
not to respond for at least three minutes. Not once did
it even say she was typing. I guess I just scared another
one off. You’d think I would’ve gotten use to it by now,
but it still hurts each time.”
This is only the latest in the string of rejections Walker has
faced, from Julian Phillips just walking by him at lunch
without seeing him to Morgan Paul never sending him a
text despite the fact that he gave her his number.
“What’s wrong with me?” Walker asked. “The girls I like
just never like me back. I feel like I’m just engaging in a
see MacKenzie on back
“They’re going to say, ‘oh my god, they found a
tango band!’ Boy, are we gonna fool them.”
-Professor Mike Irish
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Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Real Food! Real Spices! Fresh Veggies!
Artisan Crusts! Tons of Toppings!
www.thestudiopizza.com
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Subreddit of the Week:

at least what you are telling that one weird looking girl in your class that you
totally try “get with”(thats right, she works for us, we are everywhere Tom,
eeevvveeerrrryyywwwwhhhheeerrrreee).

/r/DataIsBeautiful

GREAT SON OF LIFE
Alex Dinsmoor
MEAL TICKET
Zachary Evans

by Kara Bakowski ~ Secretariat

Tune in next week when we may or may not have any information on the
recently missing freshmea. . . err freshman Tom Johnson.
Don’t Trust Bananas.
from MacKenzie on front

simple exchange, just trying to get to know more about them, and suddenly
it’s like I just asked to have sex with them. Granted, I would like to have sex
with them at some point, but I wouldn’t just jump the gun like that. That’s just
a bad idea.”
Walker went on to make plans to prevent similar rejection cases in the future.
“I don’t know what I keep doing wrong, but I gotta fix it,” Walker said. “Next
time, I just need to seem less eager. Make them think that I don’t really care.
I’ll wait for them to talk to me first. But then again, I’m the guy, so I kinda have
to make the first move. I can’t just wait around for some other guy to sweep
them off their feet. I just can’t win. You know what? Fuck her. Who needs her?
I’m a motherfucking catch. If she’s too much of a bitch to see that, then I’m
not gonna waste any of my time on her.”

We all like graphs. Well, maybe we don’t like making them (screw you too,
lab reports), but we like staring at them.
In general, they require little effort to read, are always made of pretty colors, and are an easy way to convey large amounts of information.
Data nerds, be warned. You may need a new pair of pants, or several. I
present to you.../r/DataIsBeautiful. A subreddit FILLED with data. Graphs,
charts, and maps, oh my! There is information from all over the internet, on
every topic imaginable, in every format imaginable. My personal favorite is
the map of Twitter references to “twerking” vs. “Syria.” Of course, there are
serious data sets as well (“Results from the 2010 National Survey on Drug
Use and Health: Summary of National Findings”).
The best part: everything is linked back to its original source. No sketchy
Tumblr infographics that look like screenshots from google image searches
(sorry, ilovecharts.tumblr.com), and very few reposts. Many of the original
sources contain explanations of the data, too. For those who just always
want to know more.
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Typewriter Monkeys: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Nathan ‘Invincible’
Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski, Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks,
Sam Schall, Veronica Tabor, Chase Peterson, Corey Tindall,
Theresa Tran, Abigail Skibowski, Evan Krettek, and Mitt
Romney’s 2012 Campaign Manager.
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our
paper and toner costs.
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As of press time, Billete has responded to the message, answering the question as well as apologizing for getting distracted.
“I’ve got a good feeling about this,” Walker said. “I think I’ve got a really good
chance with her.”

That’s a berry nice shell you have there
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